Abstract-Several vibration analysis procedures are used for determination of the level of bone loss, status of implant stability, modal damping factor and numerous other properties of tissues. The detection methods of bone properties are to compare the results of theoretical work with practical results. So, there are many options for processing of image data and establishing the finite element (FE) model that differentiation of calculated outputs is inevitable. Uncertainty of outputs can lead to mistakes while mechanical parameters or behaviors of tissue are determined. In this study, the effect of Micro-CT scanning intensity in connection with the reconstruction process on properties of the modal behavior of bone tissue were investigated. Results have shown that examined parameters have important effects on numerical values of the natural frequencies and modal behaviors. Furthermore, it has been revealed that numerical values and mode shapes must be considered together for properly understanding the natural vibration analysis of bone tissue.
INTRODUCTION
Not only the usage of the detection methods with vibration but also vibration properties of bones is important for bone diseases. Investigations published by Cornelissen et al. [1, 2] and Van der Perre and Lowet [3, 4] mainly studied the determination of free vibration frequencies and corresponding mode shapes of human bones, particularly the tibia and the radius. The results are shows that the natural frequencies of bone decrease with increasing degree of osteoporosis. Lowet et al. [5] concluded that bending modes and stiffness of long bones are directly accompanying with its natural frequencies. The verification of a non-invasive mechanical measurement of bone by comparison to actual values was determined by Robertsa et al. [6] . Determination of mechanical properties of bone tissue has a key role in diagnosis and treatment of bone diseases. The role of natural frequency of bone for detection of bone fracture healing was investigated by Singh et al. [7] . Nokes et al. [8] studied by using direct and indirect methods for natural frequency of tibial. Christopoulou et al. [9] aimed to understand the potential of modal damping factor as a diagnostic tool for osteoporosis and to study the effects of alendronate on damping factor and the bone biochemical markers NTx and osteocalcin. Kotha et al. [10] examined if high frequency ultrasound impedance measurements could forecast the mechanical properties of bones where the amount of bone minerals was varied. Mc Donnell et al. [11] practices rapid prototype replicas produced based on Micro-CT data for disclosing variations in the mechanical properties due to progressive bone loss. Bediz et al. [12] set vibration properties, mainly the loss factor of the tibia acquired from frequency response function gets by vibration analysis both in vivo and in vitro tests. Through technological improvements, high-resolution scans can be acquired by Micro-CT or Micro-MRI techniques in the order of a few microns per pixel. Spatial resolution is the quality of an image, or its ability to distinguish tiny objects and to determine clearly edges and gaps. Micro-architectural structures considered in the analysis, and realistic models can be acquired by high-resolution scanning data. Ulrich et al. [13] utilised a scanner to analysis the relationship between micro-architectural properties Parfitt [14] and mechanical parameters of cancellous bone. Scanned image sets of cancellous bone samples at a micron resolution were acquired from these datasets. They set micro-architectural properties as well as converted them into Micro Finite Element (µFE) models. These µFE models were used to compute orthotropic mechanical sti ff ness; usage of µFE models were to ensure that sti ff ness constants evaluated was purely due to the Micro-Architecture, and not to trabecular bone tissue properties and experimental artifacts. Chevalier et al. [15] examined that, voxel-based FE analysis of trabecular bone is combined with physical measures of the volume fractions, Micro-CT reconstructions, uniaxial mechanical tests and nano-indentation tests for appropriate validation of the method. To this end, micro-imaging techniques and µFE can be used to evaluate the load transfer within the developed scaffolds [16, 17] . This method permits the reconstruction of small samples [16] . The reconstructed geometry can be used for the evolution of µFE models to simulate load transfer in bone remodeling [18] and can be merged with scanning techniques to be obtained fully automated reconstructed samples [19] . Influence of voxel size and segmentation methods on FE models analysed several researchers. FE calculations of apparent modulus were already expressed to be strongly influenced by the threshold used for segmentation of CT data to acquire the FE mesh Hara et al. [20] , and are highly sensitive to errors due to the strong relationship between volume fraction and mechanical properties. Bevill and Keaveny [21] they sought to settle whether forecasting of yield stress provided by nonlinear FE models could improve correlations with bone strength as compared to the application of anticipations of young modulus from linear FE models, and if this effect depended on a voxel size or bone volume fraction. Literature survey shows that there is no study addressed the effect of slice step size (shortly step size or slice thickness) on natural vibration properties of bone tissue. This study set out with the aim of assessing the importance of slice thickness in natural vibration properties and behaviors of trabecular bone tissue in micro scale. In addition, we examine the effect of slice thickness on model geometry and FE mesh naturally.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
The Micro-CT scanning images (TIFF files) are processed by a 2D segmentation script in MATLAB As the pixel width and pixel length are known, each pixel can be assumed to shape a basis of a brick with the height equal to the slice thickness. μCT image files (37-μm isotropic voxel size) were first binarized at the midpoint between the peaks of bone intensities of the histogram. Anisotropic voxels with high 74, 111, and 148 μm were also reconstucted while keeping the base area 37x37 μm 2 . Each voxel is split into five tetrahedra. To ensure that connection of cells match each other, the orientations of the tetrahedra changed by Cutler [22] . In tomographic images discrete voxels are utilized to describe continuum bone tissue. Even so, discrete voxels derived by threshold do not guarantee continuum bone tissue. 3D Flood fill script was written in Matlab and free boundary conditions.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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Figure 2. Effect of Slice Step Size on Geometric Properties: (a) Area, (b) Volume
Primary geometric properties of 3D solid models are shown in Fig. 2 for four different slice step. Surface area of the models decrease while slice step increases. On the other hand, the volume of the models increased for decreasing of slice step. A difference in surface area between models with 37 µm and 148 µm slice thickness reaches %10.3 while difference in volume is % 2.5 for the same slice thickness values. Apparently, slice thickness is more effective on surface area than volume of models. This issue can be important for analysis like fluid flow and tissue interaction problems where surface area more dominant than model volume in many cases. Examined geometrical properties of generated models were shown that the effect of slice step on surface area, and volume is unpredictable and irregular. The area and volume of bone structure do not change linearly for constant increment of slice thickness contrary to prismatic shapes with constant cross section. To distinguish bone tissue in Micro-CT images threshold technique was used. Flood fill algorithm applied for removing islands and providing interconnections of bone tissue. 
Number of Elements
Unlike structured meshed prismatic systems with simple projections, it is not observed that relationship with a constant trend between the number of nodes and elements. For the range of the inspection interval, number of nodes of generated meshes inversely related to slice thickness while the irregular relationship exists between slice thickness and number of elements. Table 1 shows the first ten natural frequency of systems with different slice thickness. For increasing slice thickness modes occurred in a narrowing range of frequency. Shortly no clear relationship between natural frequencies of models with different mesh, therefore, the more detailed table below created to see modal behavior of modes by observing mode shapes and frequencies together. In Table 2 , natural frequencies and related mod shapes with displacement contour are shown together. Maximum displacement area of each mod shape of the bone model marked with ring.
The maximum displacement region of each mode shape is a quite small region for displayed modes in Table 2 . Beyond the maximum displacement region displacements are an almost constant amount, and the region acts like a support. This behavior can be an important consideration in the case of osteoclasis and micro applications with vibration.
It can be seen from the Table 2 , there is no clear relationship between mode types and mode sequences for each model. Each model has its own mode sequence, and number of frequencies are different also for same mode types. One of the important results obtained from this study is that the natural frequency values and mod shapes must be considered together for free vibration behavior of models that derived from sets with different slice thickness is surprisingly different from each other. These differences include not only natural frequencies but also mode types and sequences. Another effect of modal behavior irregularity is vibration behaviors of models unpredictable by using results of other models with different slice thickness values. Although variation of slice thickness effects to the element size the main changes occurred in model geometry. Effects of segmentation methods on geometric identities are crucial when the amount of missing details is increased due to usage of large slice thickness. This issue is especially important in the case of fatal bone loss when weak connections come out. Element size effect on analysis types in finite element techniques is well known in established literature but this interesting result cannot be explained by only the variation of element size. The changes of element size and model geometry together combined effect cause irregular modal behavior, contrary to the case of element size variation in routine FE techniques. Generally, in the usage of FE method, the variation of element sizes affects the only convergence level, but it does not change trends generally. The variation of slice thickness accompanied by segmentation techniques can cause not only the change of element size but also ignorance of weakly connected parts or production of parts, which is not existing in real. The combined effects of variation of slice thickness and segmentation method caused irregular trends and convergence levels in vivo. At last, the results revealed that 3D solid FE models must be reconstructed by using Micro-CT images with using smallest slice thickness.
CONCLUSIONS
This assignment was explained the central importance of slice thickness in free vibration properties of cancellous bone. The most obvious finding emerging from this study is that the natural vibration behavior of models with different slice thickness is surprisingly different from each other in terms of not only the values of natural frequencies but also modal behavior.
One of the more significant findings of this study is that changes of element size and model geometry together causes inconsistent modal behavior. The findings of this study have a number of important implications for in the process of reconstruction and analysis in future practice.
The current study was specifically designed to evaluate the influence of slice thickness on free vibration properties related to anisotropic voxel size. Therefore, the findings might not be transferable to virtual models derived using different solid model evaluation processes. This research has thrown up many questions in need of further investigation. Taken together, these results suggest that 3D model reconstruction must be done shortest slice thickness and model behavior consideration must be included both natural frequency values and mode shapes.
